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How Long Have the Podcasts Been Around?
Jim and Elizabeth Martin have been producing Adventure Rider Radio since 2014 and 
ARR-RAW since 2016.

How do I Listen?
ARR-RAW and ADVENTURE RIDER RADIO can be found on our website, iTunes and all ARR-RAW and ADVENTURE RIDER RADIO can be found on our website, iTunes and all 
major podcast apps. Visit https://adventureriderradio.com to download and subscribe to both 
podcasts.

Is it Free?
Yes! All episodes of Adventure Rider Radio and ARR-RAW are free to listen to as many times 
as you want and on as many devices as you want.

Can I be a Guest on Adventure Rider Radio?
We’re always looking for great stories! Send us a pitch.We’re always looking for great stories! Send us a pitch.

How do I Send a Story or Idea to the Show?
Just send us an email at arr@canoewestmedia.com or go to our website and under ‘ABOUT’ 
go to the ’SUBMISSIONS’ link.

How do I Get an Adventure Rider Radio Sticker?
We’ll ship a sticker to you anywhere in the world with a small donation in support of Adventure 
Rider Radio. Just go to our website and click the ‘SUPPORT’ link. We’d sure appreciate it!

What Can I do to Help Support the Show?What Can I do to Help Support the Show?
Donations are always welcome, but you can also help by supporting our show sponsors 
whenever you can, let your friends know about us, like us on Facebook and Twitter, rate us on 
iTunes or your favourite podcast app. Go to our MEDIA page on our website and download a 
printable full color poster to put up at your club or local motorcycle shop, or anywhere else you 
like. We appreciate any support you can give!

And don’t miss ARR-RAW, a monthly 
round-table podcast where the commentators 
discuss everything motorcycle travel related 
and more. Hosted by Jim Martin, the RAW 
podcast features authors and travellers, Sam 
Manicom, Graham Field, Brian Rix, Shirley 
Hardy-Rix, and Grant Johnson from Horizons 
Unlimited. Unlimited. 

ADVENTURE RIDER RADIO is the world’s 
most popular motorcycle podcast, and in the 
top 5% of all podcasts in the world. 
Highlighting moto travel stories and advanced 
technical pieces including our own exclusive 
RIDER SKILLS segment with some of the top 
motorcycle instructors in the world, we deliver 
weekly entertaining and informative episodes weekly entertaining and informative episodes 
to listeners on every corner of the earth.


